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Good morning Council Members,

 

Happy Valentine’s Day!  Thank you again for your time last Monday and very thoughtful feedback. 

 

CCAG continues to work diligently with Jeremy and Matt to ensure we have an MOU draft that is satisfactory to both
sides and executable soon.  Unfortunately, the MOU will not be ready to vote on this evening, however, Jeremy and I
came up with, and Matt has since approved, the following alternative for you to vote on instead… 

 

We are requesting that Town Council vote this evening to:

1. Authorize CCAG to get into the Planning Board queue (as of tonight) and meet informally with the Planning Board
to gather requirements for their process (as soon as possible).

2. Authorize Jeremy and Matt to provide an MOU red-line to CCAG by Fri Feb 18th, finalize the MOU with CCAG by
Wed Mar 4th, and put the final MOU to vote on / before Mar 14th for Council to sign. 

 

As mentioned to Jeremy and Matt, we met with our anchor donor on Thurs, who remains very excited about CCA.  Sadly,
they communicated that they can no longer support us if we can’t gain access to the Planning Board process this evening
and execute our MOU by mid-March.  Likewise, the CCAG team can no longer continue with the project absent this level
of commitment, as painful as that is given time spent and excitement built to date. 

 

While you contemplate tonight’s vote, we’d like to provide a few clarification points below to help you with your decision:

 

1. What is the purpose of the MOU?  This document does not commit the Town to a) provide final project approval
or b) a specific operating model.  It simply memorializes our intent to partner on further evaluating and fine-tuning
the proposed project and protects the site defined in the MOU from any competing development during the MOU
Period.   

 

2. Why is CCAG proposing this project?  For our children and fellow residents of all generations to have an
outdoor, covered, multi-purpose resource for recreation, education, etc. for years to come.  Our hope is that this
tremendous resource will be a galvanizing force that enables us all to further build community within Cape
Elizabeth.  Like Council members, CCAG is made up of volunteers, motivated by making our already amazing
Town an even better place to live.  We are not doing this for profit or self-gain, demonstrated by our partner-
forward, donor-funded, and project donation approach.  CCA WILL BE a unique differentiator for Cape as
compared to other towns in Maine.    
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3. Can the Town own, operate, and manage CCA?  We believe the answer is YES; the Town already possesses
the physical and programmatic infrastructure necessary to support such an asset, HOWEVER, CCAG is
committed to making project transition as smooth as possible, demonstrated by our willingness to both fund and
support the Town on operation and management during the first 2 years of the project.  As discussed, CCAG
support might include 3rd party operation and management by an organization independent of, yet 110%
coordinated with, the Town and CCAG.

 

4. Is there a better use for the proposed site?  Nestled beside a municipal / industrial complex in Public Works,
and adjacent to Gull Crest athletic fields, we honestly can’t think of a better use for this site than CCA. Road
access, parking, utilities, no residential abutters, and limited environmental impact all support the type of project
we’re proposing. We agree that if school renovations limit use of their adjacent playing fields, there are ample
alternatives at Town-owned sites like Fort Williams.  In addition, CCA will convert into a non-ice playing surface in
the non-winter months. 

 

5. Do Cape residents want CCA?  Our early survey data suggests YES, which we think could be representative of
wider resident opinion. We look forward to confirming all of this, with the Town’s help, during the MOU Period.    

 

6. Do project economics / the business case make sense?  Our initial assessment is YES, yet we look forward to
fleshing this out in full detail during the MOU Period! 

 

We are truly grateful for your service, time, and consideration to date, and we are hopeful for your vote this evening!

 

Sincere regards,

 

The CCAG Team

 


